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Company Description
J.P. Morgan Private Equity Limited (“JPEL” or the “Company”) is a Guernsey registered and incorporated, London Stock Exchange-listed, closed-ended
investment company (LSE: JPEL, JPZZ, JPSZ). JPEL’s primary strategy is to acquire secondary market portfolios of direct fund investments, significantly
invested partnership interests and partially drawn commitments, in order to accelerate NAV development. JPEL employs an opportunistic, deep value private
equity investment strategy and focuses on value-oriented investments with potential for early return of capital. The Company’s capital structure consists of
three classes of shares: Equity Shares and two classes of Zero Dividend Preference Shares due 2015 and 2017, respectively.

Report Highlights

• JPEL’s USD Equity Share NAV remained at $1.28 in the month of May, up 13.3% over the last twelve months

• JPEL’s USD Equity Shares ended the month of May at $0.95, representing a 24% discount to the prevailing NAV

• The Company invested $10 million in a follow-on investment in Accela Investors, LLC in June

• In July, the Company participated in a rights offering for Deutsche Annington Immobilien Group

• Net debt as percentage of assets is 11.4% (down from 39.9% at 31 December 2012)*

May NAV Performance

The NAV per share of JPEL’s USD Equity Shares remained at $1.28 in the month of May. The underlying portfolio had many small valuation movements during
the month but overall the results did not shift the NAV. Notably, JPEL’s investment in Deutsche Annington and FibroGen declined during the month but were
offset by gains in the Company’s holdings in Paratek, Egalet and Industry Ventures Fund V. The May NAV is based on underlying sponsor valuations from
March 31, 2015 or later for approximately 53% of the portfolio.

Currency movements were more muted and had a relatively limited impact on NAV in the month of May as compared to the past few months. During the period,
the EUR and GBP declined 2.1% and 0.4%, respectively, versus the USD.

In May, the NAV per share for the Company's 2015 ZDP Shares increased 0.7% to 84.25p and the 2017 ZDP Shares increased 0.6% to 87.96p.

May Share Price Performance

JPEL’s USD Equity Share price declined 0.1% during the month of May, from $0.9513 on 30 April to $0.95 on 29 May 2015.

During the month of May, the price of JPEL’s 2015 ZDP Shares increased by 0.3% to 86.00p and the price of JPEL’s 2017 ZDP Shares decreased by 0.4% to
99.125p.

* Reduction in debt since 31 December 2012. Includes DAIG shares as a source of cash.
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USD 
Equity 
Share

Zero Dividend 
Preference 
Share 2015

Zero Dividend 
Preference 
Share 2017

Net Asset Value (“NAV”) per 
share $1.28 84.25p 87.96p

No. of shares in issue 337.95 mm 67.08 mm 30.41 mm

Currency of Quotation USD GBP GBP

Ticker JPEL JPZZ JPSZ 

Sedol B07V0H2 B00DDT8 B5N4JV7

ISIN  GB00B07V0H27 GG00B00DDT81 GG00B5N4JV75

Balance Sheet Information (USD in mm)

Investments at Market Value $521.1

Cash & Equivalents 40.9

Total Assets $562.0

Total Liabilities and Payables ($1.7)

Total Net Asset Value (NAV) $560.3

2015 ZDP NAV (86.4)

2017 ZDP NAV (40.9)

US$ Equity NAV $433.0

Undrawn Credit Facility 150.0

Unfunded Commitments 51.2

Private Equity + Cash  / Unfunded 11.0x

Summary at 31 May 2015 

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management.  Net Asset Value (NAV) performance is shown net of fees. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.  
Performance returns shown can increase or decrease due to currency fluctuations.
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Portfolio Movements

Paratek. The share price of Paratek Pharmaceuticals increased 23% in May from $24.33 per share to $29.80 per share. While Paratek’s stock is somewhat
volatile with low trading volume which has historically and may in the future move the share price notably on a monthly basis, the underlying fundamentals
remain unchanged. In May, Paratek announced that they are on target to advance their lead antibiotic candidate, omadacycline, into Phase 3 clinical trials by
mid-2015.

Egalet. The share price of Egalet increased 8% in May from $9.16 per share to $9.92 per share.

Industry Ventures Fund V, L.P. JPEL’s investment in Industry Ventures Fund V was marked up during the month due to a substantial increase in the value of
Lowercase Ventures Fund I as well as the Alibaba Group.

Deutsche Annington Immobilien Group (DAIG). The share price of Deutsche Annington declined 3.4% during May from €28.40 per share to €27.43 per share.
Subsequent to the period, JPEL participated in a rights offering for Deutsche Annington. On July 7, JPEL purchased an additional 225,000 shares of DAIG at a
price of €20.90 per share. The proceeds were used to reduce indebtedness and to fund a €1.9 billion acquisition of the Südewo Group, a strategic off-market
target with a meaningful footprint in Southern Germany. Subsequent to the rights offering, JPEL held 975,000 shares of DAIG, all of which are freely tradable.
At 14 July 2015, shares of DAIG (ticker ANN:GR) traded above €27.00.

FibroGen. On 13 May 2015, the FibroGen IPO lock-up period expired. The share price declined in the immediate aftermath of the lock-up expiration, ending
May at $18.21 down nearly 22% from the 30 April share price of $23.25. However, in June FibroGen’s share price fully recovered to end the month at $23.19.

Cash Flow

The Company received distributions of $4.8 million during the month versus capital calls of $0.4 million. JPEL received $1.2 million from Quadrant Private Equity
in JPEL’s Australian portfolio which sold shares of Heartland New Zealand. In addition, JPEL received a dividend from Deutsche Annington totaling $0.65 million.

During the month, JPEL also received $0.5 million from Industry Ventures Fund V, the distribution was primarily from the fund’s investments in Alibaba Group
Holding, Financial Technology Ventures II and Lowercase Ventures Fund I.

In addition, the Company received distributions of $0.4 million from Cerberus Institutional Partners; $0.4 million from Aisling Capital Partners II; $0.4 million from
Leeds Equity Partners V; as well as multiple smaller distributions.

Investment Activity

In June 2015, JPEL completed a follow-on investment in Accela Investors, LLC a leading provider of vertical software to the state and local government market.
JPEL first invested in Accela in February 2015 as an opportunity to participate in a high-growth pre-IPO technology company with substantial downside
protection provided by a preferred equity structure. The follow-on investment was completed on the same terms as the original transaction and the proceeds will
be used to fund a pre-identified accretive acquisition and to provide additional growth capital. The Managers anticipate completing 2-3 more transactions to fulfill
the $150 million investment target.
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SOLICITOR
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REGISTERED OFFICE
Augentius (Guernsey) Limited 
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St Peter Port
Guernsey GY1 4BF

REGISTRAR
Capita IRG (CI) Limited
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Portfolio Level – Currency2

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management
1. Includes secondary investments, co-investments and funded primary investments.
2. The diversification charts above are based on private equity fair market value as at 31 May 2015 and use underlying fund-level values. Fund classifications for buyout strategy is 

based on total fund commitments in USD: Small: 0 - 500 million; Medium: 500 - 2,000 million; Large: 2,000 million - 5,000 million;  Mega: over 5,000 million. Co-investments 
allocated by size of underlying sponsor fund.  

3. Special situations includes mezzanine, debt, turnaround and distressed investment strategies.
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Portfolio Summary at 31 May 2015

JPEL’s portfolio is comprised of 87 fund interests, 22 co-investments and five fund of funds that include over 700 companies. As a secondary investor, JPEL's
portfolio is heavily weighted towards funded investments, which comprise approximately 90%1 of the portfolio. In addition, the Managers place an emphasis on
investing in small to medium sized buyout funds, which tend to utilize lower leverage and purchase multiples; these funds represent approximately 58% of the
portfolio.

MANAGERS

Bear Stearns Asset Management Inc.
270 Park Avenue
New York, NY  10017 USA

JF International Management Inc.
Chater House
8 Connaught Road, Hong Kong 

JPEL CONTACTS

Troy Duncan
troy.duncan@jpmorgan.com

Gregory Getschow
gregory.getschow@jpmorgan.com

Rosemary DeRise
US +1 212 648 2980
rosemary.derise@jpmorgan.com

Samantha Ladd
US +1 212 648 2982
samantha.ladd@jpmorgan.com
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Private Equity Risks: Private Equity Funds invest exclusively or almost entirely in financial instruments issued by companies that are not listed (or that take-over publicly
listed companies with a view to delisting them). Investment in private equity funds is typically by way of commitment (i.e. whereby an investor agrees to commit to invest a
certain amount in the fund and this amount is drawn down by the fund as and when it is needed to make private equity investments). Interest in an underling private equity
fund will consist primarily of capital commitments to, and investments in private equity strategies and activities which involve a high level of risk and uncertainty. Except for
certain secondary funds, private equity funds will have no operating history upon which to evaluate their likely performance. Historical performance of private equity funds is
not a guarantee or prediction of their future performance. Investments in Private Equity are often illiquid and investors seeking to redeem their holdings can experience
significant delays and fluctuations in value.

This is a promotional document and is intended to report solely on investment strategies and opportunities identified by J.P.Morgan Asset Management and as such the 
views contained herein are not to be taken as an advice or recommendation to buy or sell any investment or interest thereto. This document is confidential and intended 
only for the person or entity to which it has been provided. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader. The material was prepared 
without regard to specific objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular receiver. Any research in this document has been obtained and may have been acted 
upon by J.P. Morgan Asset Management for its own purpose. The results of such research are being made available as additional information and do not necessarily reflect 
the views of J.P.Morgan Asset Management. 
Any forecasts, figures, opinions, statements of financial market trends or investment techniques and strategies expressed are those of JPMorgan Asset Management, 
unless otherwise stated, as of the date of issuance. They are considered to be reliable at the time of writing, but no warranty as to the accuracy, and reliability or 
completeness in respect of any error or omission is accepted. They may be subject to change without reference or notification to you.
Investments in “Alternative Investment Funds (AIF’s) involves a high degree of risks, including the possible loss of the original amount invested. The value of investments 
and the income from them may fluctuate in accordance with market conditions and taxation agreements. Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the 
value, price or income of the product(s) or underlying investment. Both past performance and yield may not be a reliable guide to future performance. There is no guarantee 
that any forecast will come to past.
Any investment decision should be based solely on the basis of any applicable local offering documents such as the Prospectus, annual report, semi-annual report, private 
placement or offering memorandum. For further information, any questions and for copies of the offering material you can contact your usual J.P. Morgan Asset 
Management representative. 
Any reproduction, retransmission, dissemination or other unauthorised use of this document or the information contained herein by any person or entity without the express 

prior written consent of J.P. Morgan Asset Management is strictly prohibited.

On 1 January 2014 the UK Financial Conduct Authority implemented new rules regarding the retail distribution of unregulated collective investment schemes, namely, the 
Non-Mainstream Pooled Investment rules (“NMPI rules”). 
Having taken legal advice, the Board confirms that the shares of JPMorgan Private Equity Limited (“the Company”) qualify as “excluded securities” under these new rules. 
Therefore shares issued by the Company can be recommended by IFAs and other authorised firms as an investment for retail investors in accordance with the NMPI rules.

Investors should note that there is no right to cancel an agreement to purchase shares under the Rules of the Financial Conduct Authority and that the normal protections 
provided by the UK regulatory system do not apply and compensation under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme is not available.

Securities products, if presented in the U.S., are offered by J.P. Morgan Institutional Investments, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC.
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the brand for the asset management business of JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its affiliates worldwide. This communication is issued by 
the following entities: in the United Kingdom by JPMorgan Asset Management (UK) Limited, which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority(FCA); in 
other EU jurisdictions by JPMorgan Asset Management (Europe) S.à r.l.; in Switzerland by J.P. Morgan (Suisse) SA, which is regulated by the Swiss Financial Market 
Supervisory Authority FINMA; in Hong Kong by JF Asset Management Limited, or JPMorgan Funds (Asia) Limited, or JPMorgan Asset Management Real Assets (Asia) 
Limited;  in Singapore by JPMorgan Asset Management (Singapore) Limited or JPMorgan Asset Management Real Assets (Singapore) Pte Ltd;  Australia by JPMorgan 
Asset Management (Australia) Limited; in Taiwan by JPMorgan Asset Management (Taiwan) Limited and JPMorgan Funds (Taiwan) Limited; in Brazil by Banco J.P. 
Morgan S.A., which is regulated by The Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM) and Brazilian Central Bank (Bacen); and in Canada by JPMorgan Asset 
Management (Canada) Inc., which is a registered Portfolio Manager and Exempt Market Dealer in all Canadian provinces and territories except the Yukon and is also 
registered as an Investment Fund Manager in British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador. This communication is issued in the United States by 
J.P. Morgan Investment Management Inc., which is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission. Accordingly this document should not be circulated or 
presented to persons other than to professional, institutional or wholesale investors as defined in the relevant local regulations. 

Copyright  2015 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved.

© 2015 Bear Stearns Asset Management Inc. All rights reserved. No information in this document may be reproduced or distributed in whole or in part without the express
written prior consent of Bear Stearns Asset Management, Inc. , JF International Management Inc. Registered in England No. 01161446. Registered address: 25 Bank
Street, Canary Wharf, London E14 5JP.


